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Bow, kiss,
or hug?

South African
handshake

Text by Nina Gan

However, the greeting methods vary from country to
country, so greeting someone in Japan is completely

Across parts of Asia, most greetings don’t involve
any touching at all. The most common is the hand
gestures, usually with two palms placed together
as a sign of respect. If a handshake is in order, the
grip is much limper than those you encounter in
the West. In parts of Africa, handshakes are still the
norm, but there are various methods depending on
which area you’re in, and some can be very tough to
pull off (and remember) so just let your friend lead.
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How to greet people
around the world

Hand-shaking is a common – and safe – way to say “hello”
to people you don’t know throughout the world, although
it’s not exactly the most personable way to greet
someone especially if you’ve already met them once
before and are friendly with each other.
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In Western and Southern Europe (but not
the north), most people greet social acquaintances with cheek-kissing – however,
you don’t actually kiss the cheeks, you
kiss the air as you touch cheeks together
(usually right cheek first). Remember to
make a proper “kiss” sound, and not say
“muak”, as it’s considered rude to do so.
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It’s usually done between two women or a
woman and a man; men more commonly
shake hands with each other but this is
not the case in the Middle East, where
cheek-kissing is usually done between
men. Women – or one with higher social
status – typically lead.
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Everyone’s familiar with bowing as a form of greeting in East Asia, especially
in Japan and Korea. It isn’t popular these days in China and Vietnam, where
handshakes are the norm. But even bowing has its nuances – do you bow your
head only, or do you bow 45º from your waist, and who do you bow to?
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Middle East

Single pecks the cheeks are the norm in
Mexico, Colombia and Ecuador, where
women are only kissed on the right
cheek only. In Brazil, kisses range from
one to three pecks. In Argentina, it’s a
hug and a kiss.

In much of the Middle East, cheek kisses
are between men only – usually following
handshakes. In Lebanon and Egypt it’s not
unusual for men to greet each other with 3
pecks. In Jordan, Tunisia, Syria and Iran,
it’s more common for either a single or
double peck on the cheeks.
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East Asia
The bow is the standard greeting in Japan.
Bows differ depending on the occasion;
among peers, you can just nod your head
but if it’s an older person or someone important, you should bow at least 15º from
your waist (with a straight back).
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In Korea, it’s also acceptable to nod your
head among peers, and in a formal setting
it’s common to bow before a handshake
(only among men, as women don’t initiate a
handshake), with the left hand supporting
the right wrist as a sign of respect.

When it comes to greeting women – especially if you’re a guy – it can be considered rude
to have any contact, even shaking hands.

People in the Netherlands, Switzerland,
Croatia, and Russia prefer three kisses. In
Belgium, it’s just one.
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In South Africa, handshakes between men are a bit
tricky: with your other hand on top of your elbow, start
with a normal handshake, followed by a thumb clasp,
then move back to the normal handshake and end with
a thumb snap – when both thumbs come together to
snap (yes, with sound) – before putting your hand to
your heart.
In Ghana, you sort of slap the other person’s outstretched hand and as you draw away, your middle
fingers come together and come apart with an audible
snap (snap your fingers). In Rwanda, when greeting
friends, most prefer to hug and/or cheek-kiss.
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Latin America

Between men, there’s the option of the
‘bro-hug’ (or pound hug) where you start
with a handshake before drawing the
other person in for a one-armed hug; the
only rule here is, no groin contact.
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In India, say

“namaste”
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In France, Italy, Spain, Portugal, Romania,
and the UK, two pecks are the most common
form of kiss greetings. Called “faire la bise”
(fair-la-bees) in France, there can be up to five
pecks depending on region; oddly, hugging is
awkward for French people. In Italy, men in the
south sometimes cheek-kiss other men and also
strangers. For Brits, cheek-kissing is usually
only done in big cities as a posh custom.

In some Western countries, people prefer
to hug rather than kiss to greet someone
they know. Hug only when the person
you want to hug extends his or her arms
– the most common way is to place one
arm around their shoulder and the other
just under their armpit. Don’t hug someone if you’re sweaty or stinky.

In India, the prayer hand gesture is similar – you
also tilt your head forward and say “namaste”.
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Parts of Europe

Hugging

Thais greet each other with a “wai”, where you
press your hands together as if you’re praying,
and then slightly bow so that your thumbs
slightly touch your chin and your fingertips reach
your forehead.

In Africa, handshakes are the most preferred greeting
in most countries, and the method varies greatly. The
rule of thumb is to use the right hand only.

So here’s a list of ways to greet people around the world.

Cheek Kissing

South & Southeast Asia

Africa

different from greeting someone in France. Who do you
hug, how many kisses do you give, or how do you greet
the opposite sex? Do you smile in Russia? All of these
can be confusing, and sometimes terrifying when both of
you turn to the same side, brush noses, sometimes lips,
and bump heads. Or worse, get a stone-cold stare back.
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Hand Gestures

Illustrations by
Akanksha Kartik
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Parts of Europe
People in Northern Europe, like Germany and
Sweden prefer hugging over kissing. In the case
of Germany, sometimes hand shakes are safer.

North America
In much of the USA and Canada, handshakes
are still the norm, but hugging is preferred
among closer friends. The bro-hug is popular
among male friends. People in Quebec practise
“un bec” – a single peck on the cheek.

Australia
Australians are very informal, and close
friends may hug, back-slap (for guys) or kiss one
another on the cheek, while others may simply
offer a nod.

Face Greeting
Some traditional greetings still prevail among
Inuit tribes – usually involving very close facial
contact. This is probably easier than shaking
thick-mittened hands. The “Eskimo kiss” is the
most common, involving rubbing the tips of their
noses (side to side) with each other. A variation
is the “hongi” which is done by pressing together
one’s nose and forehead with the companion’s.

Arctic Circle and New Zealand
Inuits in the Arctic Circle – from Greenland
to Canada – use the “Eskimo kiss” to greet
each other. Among really close friends
and family, they do the “kunik”, where
the greeter puts their nose and top lip on

the cheek or forehead of their companion
and breathe in. The Maori people in New
Zealand use the “hongi” – pressing one’s
nose and forehead to the companion – to
welcome travellers into their village.
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If in doubt, wait for the
other party to initiate the
first move. Once you’ve
gotten the correct form of
greeting, saying goodbye
is easy – it’s exactly the
same way you greeted
each other.
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A credit card made for students!
No income requirement needed!

Up to

REBATE*
AS HL E Y CH UA

10% rebate*

for public transport rides
(SBS / SMRT Buses and MRT)
5408 7708
8888 8888

EXP
DATE

08/ 22

SECU RIT Y
CODE

178

3% rebate*

for all Qoo10 purchases
Apply today and enjoy exclusive launch offers:
SMS BOCCARD<space>Q10CM<space>Name to 79777

3% rebate*

for other spends (such as dining,
entertainment, taxis / Grab,
online shopping and overseas spend)

1
Sign-up Gift*
* Get $100 Qcoupons to
kick-start your shopping!
* Limited to the first
2,000 successful card
applications

2
Up to $100 cash*

when you refer a friend

* Get $10 for every
successful referral, up to
a maximum of $100 cash
rebate

3
Unlimited Rebate*
for Dining

* Valid till 31 Dec 2018

* Valid for the first 3,000
successful referral

*Rebate is awarded in the form of Qmoney, and will be awarded subject to the fulfillment of the minimum spend of the BOC Qoo10 World Mastercard card and BOC Qoo10 Platinum Mastercard card. Please visit bit.ly/
BOCQOO10REBATE on the full details of the minimum spend and rebate tiers. #Limited to the first 2,000 successful BOC Qoo10 Card applications. Terms and conditions for the usage of Qcoupons apply. **Valid for
posted transactions under the specific spend categories from now till 31 Dec 2018 (date inclusive). Applicable only with the fulfilment of the minimum spend tier of $600 & above for the BOC Qoo10 World Mastercard
card, and $200 & above for the BOC Qoo10 Platinum Mastercard card. ^Terms and conditions apply, visit bit.ly/BOCCEE2018 for full details.
Other terms and conditions apply. Visit bit.ly/BOCQOO10REBATE or call our hotline 1800 338 5335 for more details.

